Man Find All Matching Manual Pages
ag man page Find files containing "FOO" case-insensitively, and print only the match, When
searching a stream, print all lines even if they don´t match. 5 Some basic “coreutils” man pages
are incomplete, 6 The Manual has sections and finds the first matching man page (which may not
be in the section you want). You can pipe the output of man -k into the grep or fgrep programs to
select.

How to Search All Man Pages for a String Match For
example, to find all manual pages that contain the string
“eraseDisk” you'd use the syntax: man -K.
man pages—abbreviation for "manual pages"—are the form of documentation that is available on
almost all UNIX-like operating systems, including Arch Linux. If you want to do a more in-depth
search by matching the keywords found. man is the system's manual viewer, it can be used to
display manual pages, When this option is not used, and man fails to find the page required,
before forces man to display all the manual pages with names that match the search criteria. If the
nocasematch shell option is enabled, the match is performed without regard The exit status of
select is the exit status of the last command executed in list.
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GNU 'ed' Manual. All ed commands operate on whole lines or ranges of lines, e.g., the ' d '
command It is an error if a search for a re fails to find a matching line. The “Title Page” means,
for a printed book, the title page itself, plus such. This manual page describes all SEARCH
KEYS, which can be used in a search_query. To find all messages in the mailbox with the GUID
NOT search key: Inverse matching - matches massages, where the search doesn't match. This
manual page documents the GNU version of find. When the -L option is in effect, the -type
predicate will always match against the type of the file For example, to skip the directory
'src/emacs' and all files and directories under it. Please read the ack manual, which also includes
the ack FAQ. Ignored if -i is specified -v, --invert-match Invert match: select non-matching lines w, or tty (--nofilter) --man Man page --version Display version & copyright --thpppt Bill the Cat.
After a portage update, rsync users may find it convenient to run emerge --metadata to rebuild the
Removes all matching packages following a counter governed by CLEAN_DELAY. For a
complete listing, please refer to the portage(5) man page. This document was created by
man2html, using the manual pages.
The full get_iplayer UNIX manual page listing all available options can be Show detailed
programme metadata for all recorded programmes matching. ‰ou ™—n find more det—ils on
e‚gri‚ —nd how to use it in the …ser quide —tX Man: find all matching manual pages. * ls (1) ls
(1p). Man: What manual page. NAME. man — display manual pages The man utility displays the
manual pages entitled name. Pages may be By default, it displays the header lines of all matching
pages. (-s) section: Only select manuals from the specified section.

By default, ack prints the matching lines. Ack can also The a option tells ack to select all files, regardless of type. Some
files --man: Print this manual page.
E.g., to find and remove all files that end.swp in current directory: $ find -name "*.swp" -exec rm
() ','. Use grep to search for a pattern in a file and print all matching lines. Examples: man -f
displays a one-line manual pages descriptions:. This would transfer all files matching the pattern
*.c from the current directory to the get: rsync −avuzb −−exclude '*~' samba:samba/. put: rsync
−Cavuzb. This is the manual for Tig, the ncurses-based text-mode interface for git. All Git
command options specified on the command line will be passed to the given command For details
on specific Git command options, refer to the man page of the command in question. N. Find
previous match for the current search regexp.
In all cases, only packets that match expression will be processed by tcpdump. require that you
have special privileges, see the pcap (3PCAP) man page for details. with the -G option, this will
limit the number of rotated dump files that get created, This document was created by man2html,
using the manual pages. If no --interface or --listen-address options are given dnsmasq listens on
all corresponding to each of its interfaces, and hosts will get the correct address based SRV record
for a given service/domain is allowed, all that match are returned. permalink · package tracker ·
raw man page upgrade is used to install the newest versions of all packages currently installed on
the This enables exact matching of the source package name and version, implicitly enabling the
Configuration Item: APT::Default-Release, see also the apt_preferences(5) manual page. If you
want to find out more about the echo command used above, read the manual page for the echo
command by writing: man echo. man is a command.

man sched_yield Man: find all matching manual pages (set MAN_POSIXLY_CORRECT to avoid
this) * sched_yield (2) sched_yield (3p) Man: What manual. If the option --all or -a is given then
all available commands are printed. If a Git command is named this option will bring up the
manual page for that command. Other options Print the manpath (see man(1) ) for the man pages
for this version of Git and exit. --info- Use binary search to find the commit that introduced a bug.
If one or more match arguments are passed, the output is filtered accordingly. output will show
only entries matching all the specified matches of this kind. part of the original manual page), send
a mail to man-pages@man7.org systemd. The Bash manual page should be used as the definitive
reference on shell behavior. All of the Bourne shell builtin commands are available in Bash, The
rules for select fname in *, do echo you picked $fname /($REPLY/) break, done. ((…) For
example, the following will match a line (stored in the shell variable line ). This manual page
focuses on the ipa script that serves as the main name "foo" would match the search criteria. ipa
user-find: All users would match the search.

Using one of the matching options, start−stop−daemon can be configured to find All matching

processes will be sent the TERM signal (or the one specified via. SSHD_CONFIG(5) FreeBSD
File Formats Manual SSHD_CONFIG(5) NAME If specified, login is allowed only for user names
that match one of the patterns. to bind to the wildcard address, or ''clientspecified'' to allow the
client to select the address _freebsd.org/cgi/man.cgi?query=sshd_config&sektion=. find. -name
"pattern" -print. Replace "pattern" with a filename or matching To match all files ending.txt except
the file notme.txt , use: For more information, consult the Unix manual page by entering at the
Unix prompt: man find. Some.

